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Abstract
The article presents the analysis of properties of the high-strength AlZnMgCu (abbrAlZn)aluminium alloy and estimates possibilities of its
application for responsible structures with reduced weight as an alternative to iron alloy castings. Theaim of the conducted studieswas to
develop and select the best heat treatment regime for a 7xx casting alloy based on high-strength materials for plastic working from the
7xxx series. For analysis, wrought AlZnMgCu alloy (7075) was selected. Its potential of the estimated as-cast mechanical properties
indicates a broad spectrum of possible applications for automotive parts and in the armaments industry. The resulting tensile and fatigue
properties support the thesis adopted, while the design worksfurther confirm these assumptions.
Keywords: High-strengthaluminium alloy, Low-cycle fatigue test, Mechanical properties

1. Introduction
The ecological aspect of structural elements optimization in
terms of material change and weight reduction is of a primary
importance in the automotive industry, the more that efforts to
increase the comfort of use areunavoidably associated with
increased total weight of the vehicle. The necessity to meet the
latest emission standards for harmful compounds of the
combustion process forces manufacturers to look for new
solutions. Depending on the intended conditions of use, the design
of structureswiththe reduced weight is here particularly
advantageous, since the estimated vehicle weight reduction of
about 100 kg meanssaving of up to 0.5 litres of fuel per every
100 km [1, 2]. The tendency to reduce the vehicle weight is
clearly seen on the example of Audi, where most of the steel
elements were replaced with aluminium structures in Audi A8,
and in the TT sports cars,the skeleton frame and fragments of
body panelling were designed as a hybrid combination of steel

and aluminiumelements reducing the weight of the frame
by 48% [3]. In the case of special purpose vehicles, including the
vehicles for military applications, weight reduction is often a
secondary factor. Mobility of the vehicle or possibility of air
transport is often at odds with increased resistance to the risk of
explosion obtained through the use of protective armour. In this
case, however, the priority is to ensure the protection of conveyed
passengers and transported equipment, and provide full mobility
in case of minor damages caused by the ravaging effect of
improvised explosive devices (IED) [4 - 6]. The materials most
commonly used nowadays include, continuously improved, steels
of common and special types, whose specific weight is
approximately 7800 kg/m3. Growing popularity also enjoy the
composite materials, combining high strength with good damping
properties and low specific weight. A disadvantage of such
solutions is the high manufacturing cost of composite structures
compared to steel or aluminium alloys (Fig. 1).
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Fig.1. The cost per unit weight of parts for selected groups of
materials used in the armaments industry [7]
More and more frequently is discussed the possibility to use
aluminium alloys inspecial purpose vehicles, because of the three
times lower specific weight. The use of high strength aluminium
alloys can significantly reduce the weight of the structure, while
offering similar, or sometimes even higher, strength properties
compared to materials based on iron. This isnot possible in all
aspects of the changes carried out, but profiled aluminium
structures are capable of carrying similar loads as structures made
of iron alloys used so far.
Aluminium alloys are most widely used in the aerospace
industry where weight reduction is critical for an aircraft. In air

transport, the most commonly used aluminium alloys are Al-Mg
alloys from the 2xxx group, mainly alloys designated by the
symbols 2014 and 2024 with subsequent modifications. The
second group consists of high-strength 7xxx series wrought
alloys, for which the tensile strength after appropriate treatment
reaches more than 600 MPa. These alloys are commonly used in
aircraft constructions for, among others, frames, beams, ribs of
aircraft wings, or panelling elements [8].
Depending on the application or loads to be carried, the use of
aluminium castings, as a replacement for parts made of ironalloys,
reducing the unit weight of the structure by 10 to 50%.
Lightweight components, manufactured fromaluminium
alloys, in addition to weight reduction, are also capable of
offering a number of other advantages to the designers. They are
characterized by high levels of functionality (material indices)
such as unit stiffness parameters (e.g. E/ρ) andmechanical
strength (e.g. Rp0.2/ρ), presented in Table 1, or optionally fracture
toughness (K1c / ρ).
The components made of aluminium alloys are also expected
to have good resistance to thermal and mechanical fatigue, good
dimensional stability, minimum porosity in the case of cast
structures, resistance to chemical and electro-chemical corrosion,
etc. Examples ofdata in Table 1 show that aluminium and its
alloys are characterized by very high unit indicators of
functionality compared with heavy metals (and their alloys) based
on Fe, Cu or Zn.

Table1.
Some functionality indicators (material indices) of selected casting alloys. [9 - 10]
Functionality indicators (material indices)
Young’s
Yield strength,
Density
M1
M2
M3
M4
M5
Alloy
modulus E,
Rp0,2, [MPa]
ρ, [Mg/m3]
[GPa]
E/ρ
E1/2/ρ
E1/3/ρ
(R )/ρ
(R )1/2/ρ
p0.2

aluminium
iron
copper
zinc

2.70
7.85
8.93
7.13

70
200
124
84

300
1100
500
250

25.93
25.48
13.89
11.78

3.10
1.80
1.25
1.29

1.53
0.74
0.56
0.61

111.11
140.13
55.99
35.06

p0.2

6.42
4.22
2.50
2,22

M6
(Rp0.2)2/3/ρ
16.60
13.57
7.05
5.57

Note! The values of the density ρ andYoung’s modulusErefer to technically pure elements given very insignificant differences observed
in alloys based on these elements; the values of the yield strength Rp0,2 are average values obtained for a given group of alloys.

2. Alloy preparation and making
specimens for mechanical tests
Studies were undertaken to examine the possibility of using
alloy 7075 as a material for cast structures. Although this alloy is
not a conventional casting alloy and its high mechanical
properties are obtained in the wrought condition, it has a great
potential applicability forhigh strengthcast structural parts
operating in various constructions, mainly due to the combination
of chemical composition involving zinc, magnesium and copper.
The high strength of AlZnMgCu alloys, widely used in aviation
for structural components made as forgings or parts machined
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after plastic forming, encourages the use of casting technology,
which allows obtaining structures with similar functional
properties. The specific thermo-physical properties of the
AlZnMgCu alloy characterized by, among others, a wide degree
of solidification temperaturesare the reason why making castings
for high performance applications should go hand in hand with
the development of a suitable composition, heat treatment regime
and casting technology, and only proper combination of all these
factors canguarantee successful manufacture of castAlZnMgCu
alloy components with structure that will provide strength in
excess of 450 MPa at an elongation of about 3%. A large part of
the literature describing studies and determination of the
properties of selected AlZnalloysrefers to wrought alloys, the use
of which for castings is still at the stage of preliminary research.
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The strength of
o AlZnMgCu alloys generally increases with
w
the increasing content
c
of Znn and Mg, but an adverse
conssequenceis highher susceptibilitty to hot crackiing during castiing
and rapid cooling, especially for the
t Zn content of more than 7%.
7
t very low orr even nil ductillity
An eequally importaant problem is the
in castings usedas finished structuural elements, mainly
m
due to the
t
proccess of phaase transformations takingg place duriing
soliddification, andd the risk of high
h
porosity resulting, amoong
otheers, from a wide range of the solidificatiion temperaturres.
Interesting and conntributing a lott to better undderstanding of the
t
proccess of microostructure form
mation during solidification of
7XX
XX alloys are sttudiesdescribedd, among otherss, in [11 - 13].
For the tests and
a studies described in thiss article, an allloy
conttaining (compposition in wt.%): Zn - 5.53;
5
Mg - 2.337;
Cu - 4.56; Fe - 0.2;; Si - 0.1 was seelected.
Fig
g. 3. Model of controlarm
c
- noote marking of places
p
where
sam
mples were takeen for testing; thhe drawing below showsthe
shape
s
and dimeensions of the sppecimen used in
n testing of
mechanical prroperties

mentalDSC currve plotted for selected
s
alloy
Fig. 2. Experim
Based on the analysisof
a
DSC curves(Fig.2) andliterature
a
daata,
for thetest alloy, the followingg parameters ofmulti-stagehheat
treattment were seleected:
•
solution heat treatment: 4500˚C (4 h) + 470˚˚C (4 h);
C (5 h) + 160˚C (10 h).
•
aging: 110˚C
Preliminary mechanical tests based on the static tensile test
t
a
havee revealed thatt for the propoosed chemical composition and
heatt treatment paarameters, the strength obtaiined on sampples
gravvity poured in a die amounted to an average of
o about 430 MP
Pa,
but the obtained values of elongation did not exceed 1%.
h
So, further researrch focussed on amodificattion of the heat
treattment process to
t increase the examined valuues to the desirred
leveel.
Optimization of
o the heat treatment parameterrs was carried out
o
on tthe casting of coontrol arm madde from an alum
minium alloy. The
T
test castings wereemade in ceram
mic moulds wiithout coolingaand
p
cooliing
withh cooling by immersion in a specially prepared
meddium. Testing of
o basic mechaanical propertiees was perform
med
on fflat samples cuut out from seleected places onn the cast conttrol
arm shown in Fig. 3.Standard sam
mples subjectedd to the same heat
h
treattment were alsoo used.

wn experience of
o
Baasing on the annalysis of source materials, ow
the au
uthors and execuutors of a projeect implemented
d in the Foundryy
Reseaarch Institute, and using the results of preliminary testss,
optim
mal parameters of
o the heat treaatment to the T6
6 conditionwere
finally
yestablished forr components ccast from the AllZnMgCu alloyy.
The choice
c
was muulti-stage soluttioning and ag
ging carried ouut
under the following conditions:
c
I – so
olutioning (multti-stage): 0,5h tto 450˚C, 2h att 450˚C, 0.5h too
530˚C
C, 2h at 530˚C, 0.25h to 5600˚C, 2h at 560˚˚C – cooling inn
water at 80˚C;
ging (different variants):
v
0,5h to 120˚C, 4h att 120˚C, 0.5h too
II - ag
150˚C
C, 8h at 150˚C – cooling with ffurnace

3. Low
L cycle tensile an
nd fatigue testing
he aim of thee studies was to determine the mechanicaal
Th
properrties, fatigue behaviour iincluded, of high strengthh
AlZnM
MgCualuminium
m alloy based on data obtaineed from the low
w
cycle tensile and fatigue
f
tests. T
To determine the mechanicaal
properrties of the allooy, a modified low cycle fatig
gue test (MLCF
F)
was appliedas
a
a tooll for the specifi
fication of param
meters resultingg
from the
t Manson-Cooffin-Morrow reelationship [14]]:
(1)
wheree:
Δεc – the total strain amplitude,
Δεas – the elastic straain amplitude,
Δεapl – the plastic straain amplitude,
σ’f – the
t fatigue life coefficient appproximately equ
ual to the tensile
streng
gth Rm,
ε’f – th
he true permaneent strain inducced by stress σ’f,f
2Nf – the number of load cycles to sspecimen failurre,
he true permaneent strain inducced by 2Nfload cycles,
εp – th
b – fatigue strength exponent,
e
e
c – fattigue ductility exponent.
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The fatigue strengthZ
s
alculation of the
t
go, necessary for ca
MLC
CF test parameeters is assesseed from the exxperimental graaph
(Figg. 4) plotted for a diverse groupp of materials, starting with puure
metaals and ending in alloys of thee ferrous and non-ferrous
n
mettals
[15]].

5 The stress-strrain curve (σ – εε) obtained in static
s
tensile test
Fig. 5.
for thee sample of AlZ
Zn_T6_1R alloy
y

s
Fig. 4. Curvee for the evaluattion of fatigue strength[15]
To determine the values off b, c, and εmax
m , the followiing
assuumptions were adopted
a
[16, 177]:
• disorders in unniaxial compressive stress fieeld are eliminatted
by the use off one-sided loaad cycles (duriing tension) inn a
fatigue test,
• the permanentt straininduced by a preset small number of
cycles (e.g. tweenty load-unloaad cycles) show
ws adependence on
thecycle amplittude similar to thestrain sufferred by the sampple
on failure, the more
m
that its vaalue after 20 cyycles changes onnly
slightly under the
t higher num
mber of cycles or does not channge
at all,
• the mechanicall properties meentioned above are calculated on
one sample onnly, which is a major advantaage of the MLC
CF
fatigue test,
• the courseof thhe straight linees fromequationns (2) and (3) in
double logarithhmic scale isddetermined from
m the position of
points with cooordinates (ln 200, ln Rm) and (lln 2Nf, ln Zgo) for
equation (2) annd (ln20, ln εf ) and (ln 2Nf, lnn εz ) for equatiion
(3).

Fig. 6.
6 The stress-strrain curve (σ – εε) obtained in static
s
tensile test
for the sample of 10AlZn_T6_3B allo
oy

(2)
(3)
wheere:
σa – the stress cycle amplitude,
εp – the true perrmanent strainn induced by 2Nf load cyccles
=ln(1+εk), εk =Δ
Δltrwałe /l0,
atεp=
εz – the true permanent strain coorresponding too the fatigue life
l
limiit.
MLCFtestswerre performed on
o 6.5mm diam
meter samplesinn a
posiitive pulsatingg cyclewith inncreasingstresss amplitude. On
O
sam
mplesof selectedd materials,staatictensile testw
was also carriied
outtto assessthe tennsile strength of AlZnMgCuualloy[18, 19].T
The
stresss-strain curveesobtained for selectedsamplees are plotted in
Fig.5 - 7 as a function of the adopted cooling ratee.
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Fig. 7.
7 The stress-strrain curve (σ – εε) obtained in static
s
tensile test
for thee sample of 5AlZn_T6_3A allo
oy
Th
he results of preliminary
p
m
mechanical testss were used inn
furtheer fatigue tests during which tthe following parameters
p
were
determ
mined: the tennsile strength Rm, elongation
n A, the yieldd
streng
gth R0,2, the appparent elasticclimit R0,02, an
nd the apparennt
limits R0,1 and R0,05 for 0.1 % andd 0.05% permaanent strain, the
c
too
modulus of elasticityy E80 and E180, under a load corresponding
M and 180 MPa,
M
respectively, the rotary bending
b
fatigue
80 MPa
streng
gth Zgo, the maxximum acceptabble total permaanent strain εmaxx,
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in thhis case for thee number of1000*106 cycles, thhe fatigue strenggth
expoonent b and thee fatigue ductilitty exponent c. Calculations
C
weere
baseed on respectivve values of forrce displacemennts read out froom
the charts listed beelow (Figs. 8 and
a 9) showingg the stress-straain
LCF fatigue tessts,
(elongation) relatioonships obtaineed from the ML
baseed on whichthee abovementionned mechanicaal properties weere
deteermined.

Fig. 9.The stress-sttrain curve (σ – ε) obtained forr the sample of
5AlZn_T6_3A__M2 alloy
v
ofthe coeefficientsb and ccdetermined by
y the MLCF tesst
The values
are prresented in Tabble2, whilethe reesults of calcullations based onn
fatigu
ue tests(rows1Z
ZM, M1, M2) iin accordance with
w the MLCF
F
algoriithmand the resultsof sttatic tensile tests(rowR)are
summ
marized inTable 3.
Figg. 8.The stress--strain curve (σ – ε) obtained for
f the sample of
o
10AlZn_T6_33B_M1 alloy

Table 2.
The coefficientsb andd cin the Mansoon-Coffin-Morrrow relationshipp
calcullated for selecteedsamples
10AlZn_T
T6_3B_M1
5AlZn_T
T6_3A_M2
b
-0.08
-0
0.09
c
-0.18
-0
0.14

Table3.
Mecchanical properrties of selected materials for various
v
ranges of
o the cooling raates
Rm
A
E80
E180
R0,02
R0,05
[MP
Pa]
[%]
[MPa]
[MPa]
[MPa]
[M
MPa]

R0,1
[M
MPa]

R0,22
[MPa]

Zgo
[MPa]]

εmax
[%]

387

412

3855
4211

199

0,410

299

3337

4355
3733

165

0.280

225

3000

4766
3511

121

0.240

AlZn_T6
R
1Z
ZM

4077
4488

1.2
1.1

81020
82370

81546

360
100AlZn_T6_3B

R
M1

4377
4499

0.8
2.0

76200
79500

79000

R
M2

4922
411

1.1
1.0

77800
70600

75705

295
5A
AlZn_T6_3A
182

4. C
Conclusioons
The problem of
o the fatigue life estimation of a structuree is
connnected, on the one hand, withh the experimenntal determinatiion
of m
material characcteristics whilee,on the other hand, it requires
know
wledge of the components off the state of sttress and strainn in
the examined elem
ment. Fatigue tests are usually carried out undder
uniaaxial load, andd hence comes the problem of their effectiive
appllication in thee analysis off design robusstness, which is
geneerally subjectedd to the effect of multiaxial loads. The criteeria

ultiaxial fatigue reduce the mullti-axial state to
o a uniaxial onee,
of mu
which
h is used by staandard tests for the fatigue lifee determinationn.
The reeduction is donne witha relationnship that linkssthe componentts
of thee state of stress and strain; thee criterion can also
a base on the
determ
mined energy of deformation. Among differen
nt criteria of the
multiaaxial fatigue, one can distinnguish those that
t
have beenn
formu
ulated basing onn the concept oof the, so-called
d, critical planee,
which
h assumes that a fatigue cracck is caused by the action of
o
stress or strain whichh occur in this plane. The con
ncept of criticaal
plane specifies the loocation of the crrack initiation, and as such waas
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initially used in the high-cycle fatigue test (HCF), although – as
proved by numerous tests -it behavesquite well also in the range
of the low number of fatigue cycles (LCF). The determination of
the stress and strain components in the examined structure is
generally carried out with programs using numerical methods
such asFEM, where the description of the tested material is
usually based on linear characteristics or on the stress-strain
relationship above the yield point level. The estimation of fatigue
life is done by comparing the state of strain in selected finite
elements ofthe representative area of the structure with the fatigue
life curve obtained for the alloy through the determination of
coefficients b and c (Table 2), and through the determination of
the allowable permanent strain εmax (Table 3). The state of strain
in the components is subjected to analysis and is reduced to the
equivalent deformation according to one of the hypotheses, or in
the case of one dominant component may be identical with this
component. The results obtained in this study can be used in an
analysis of the fatigue life of structures cast from the examined
aluminium alloys.
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